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To Whom lt May Concern

CERTIFICATE

Dear Madam,
Dear Sir,

Having been the first President of the European Society for Vocational Designing and Career Counseling (ESVDC)
since its foundation in September 20tL,l had the pleasure of working together closely with
Mrs. Luisa MEGtIO VAttAT

from September L", 2OL!

Lo

December 37"t,20!4.

Mrs. MEGLIO VALLAT endorsed the entire responsibility of creating, organizing and successfully leading the
administration of this newly founded scientific society, bringing together leading scientists from over 30 countries,
mainly from Europe but also from the United States, Asia and South America.
ln her role of administrator of the ESVDC, Mrs. MEGLIO VALLAT actively prepared and participated in the decision
making of the meetings of the Executive Board. ln particular, she supervised the preparation of the Annual General
Assemblies of the Society. She had the responsibility of preparing and proposing the admission of new members to
the Society. She controlled all financial transactions and the collection of membership fees of the Society and
prepared the yearly financial statements and budgets. She also took the necessary initiatives for planning meetings
and actions, writing correspondence and answering any questions regarding ESVDC, as well as keeping track of the
contracts, memories and minutes or any other significant document for the Society. ln particular, she introduced
efficient new tools for communication through the creation and maintenance of the Society's website, the use of
SKYPE video conferences for board meetings and the facilitation of the communication with our members through
periodically published ESVDC - News. We particularly appreciated her initiatives and help in the organization and
logistics of important scientific meetings over the whole period.
Without the permanent and extraordinary personal engagement of Mrs. MEGLIO VALLAI the ESVDC would not exist
today. Her reliability, her efficiency and most of all, her wonderful self-starting motivation and creative engagement
were a marvelous stimulation for all of the Board Members and myself during the whole period. Of course we all
appreciated her self-starting initiatives, innovative ideas and permanent friendliness. But without her reliable
professionalism in English, French, German and ltalian correspondence, without her outstanding competences
in accountability, in new commun¡cation technologies and her sense for high quality standards and efficient
controlling, we all would have been lost.
Therefore I warmly recommend Mrs. Luisa MEGLIO VALLAT, to whom ever may be concerned. Our collaboration on
this creative adventure naturally came to an end, as ldid not want to engage for anotherterm as President of ESVDC
at the General Assembly 2014, and the administration of ESVDC was attributed to another university. But personally,
lwould like to continue any collaboration any time with Mrs, MEGLIO VALLAT, as this was such a wonderful and
enriching experience.

Lausanne, 26 May 20L5
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Prof. Dr. Jean-Pierre DAUWALDER
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